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Constructed of high-density polyethylene, these pollination bags are ideal to prevent foreign natural 
insect pollination while allowing to pass the appropriate levels of sunlight and moisture. The bags are 
very easy to use. Simply position it over the developing flower and tie at the bottom. When timing is 
appropriate for pollination, the bags may be easily slit open, with scissors or a penknife. After manual 
pollination, the bag is closed using either a twist tie or paperclip. Once seeds are ready to harvest the 
stalk may be cut providing a handy carrier, until the seeds can be harvested. These bags can be used for 
numerous plants and crops as they are available in a variety of sizes and can be heat-sealed or sewn to best 
match your specific requirements.

These versatile non-run, breathable weave bags are excellent low cost options for segregating 
small lots of seed or ear corn for further processing or drying. They are virgin heat resistant 
poly woven in bright, fade resistant colors with a black flexible woven drawstring that quickly 
closes the bag and acts as a handle for transport. The light weight bales make transport and 
organization easy for anyone. These bags allow for improved storage of many products! Each 
size listed below is available in blue, fluorescent green, green, purple, red, white and yellow.

The Tin Tie Kraft Bags are usually used for coffee but are also a short-term storage solution for grain, seed or other dry good 
samples. The polypropylene inner lining maintains the desired sample moisture content so that the sample condition does 
not degrade. The reclosable tin tie top gives convenient access, allowing customers to easily open and reseal as needed. 
These bags come in ½ pound, 1 pound or 5 pound sizes and are sold in cases of 1,000.

Polyethylene Pollination Bags

Canvasback™ Harvest Mesh Bags

Coffee Bags

Catalog Number Bag Size Minimum Order Per Case

No. 31016 9" x 12" Sewn 1,000

No. 31017 10" x 12" Heat Sealed 1,000

No. 31023 16" x 18" Heat Sealed 1,000

No. 31026 18" x 20" Heat Sealed 1,000

No. 31028 18" x 42" Sewn 1,000

No. 31037 16" x 48" Sewn 1,000

No. 31040 7" x 12" Heat Sealed 1,000

Catalog Number Bag Size Description Minimum Order Per Case

No. H0808-B* 8½ x 8½ Mesh Bags - Blue 1,000

No. H0816-B* 8½ x 17 Mesh Bags - Blue 1,000

No. H1120-B* 121/8 x 19 Mesh Bags - Blue 1,000

No. H1531-B* 143/4 x 30½ Mesh Bags - Blue 400

Coffee Bags, ½ pound .......................................................................................................................................................................... No. COFFEEBAG

Coffee Bags, 1 pound ..........................................................................................................................................................................No. COFFEEBAG1

Coffee Bags, 5 pound ..........................................................................................................................................................................No. COFFEEBAG5

*Available in many sizes, please contact us for additional information. 

*Available in Fluorescent Green, Green, Purple, Red, White, and Yellow.

COFFEEBAG


